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We Should Stop Designing Perfect Circuits: A
Conversation with EPFL's Christian Enz
Laure-Anne Pessina, EPFL

Are integrated circuits "too
good" for current technological applications? Christian Enz, the new Director of the
Institute of Microengineering, backs the idea that perfection is overrated.
Christian Enz, the head of the Integrated Circuits Laboratory (ICLAB), explains why
we should build our future devices with unreliable circuits, and adopt the "good
enough engineering" trend. Non-fully reliable circuits can lead to a substantial
reduction of energy consumption. Even better, they will allow scientists to stay in
the miniaturization race, which has been compromised of late. The size of
transistors that constitute circuits cannot be reduced boundlessly. As they get
smaller and smaller, they produce more and more mistakes. Some hardware must
therefore be added and additional margins taken, which annuls the benefits of
miniaturization, and increases energy consumption. Imperfect circuits require less
silicon area, and are therefore less energy consuming and less expensive. But
Industry remains to be convinced, where giving up perfection is concerned.
Q: How is it that sloppy chips don't adversely affect the performance of
the device they're in?
A: Circuits are generally resilient to a certain statistically small proportion of errors,
with only a negligible impact on the final output. Of course, this isn't true for all
applications, but you can take a "good enough" approach for "perceptual" uses like
audio and video playback. For instance, the screen on a smartphone: here, any
impact on image quality will be too small to be perceived. Human sight is an
extremely robust system, one that automatically corrects any small errors.
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Q: How do you build "inexact" circuits?
A: The crucial step is determining where you have room for error. We start by
looking for spots on the circuits that are underutilized. For example, if you have a
circuit dedicated to adding numbers and there aren't too many decimals in the
numbers being added, we can try to get rid of the part of the circuit that handles
decimal places and see what happens. This sort of "inexact" approach will of course
lead to lower numbers on quality metrics like signal-to-noise or image quality, but
the result will still be "good enough." This decimal-place technique is known as
"inexact arithmetics", while more generally, the approach is known as "goodenough engineering".
Q: What are the main advantages of these kinds of circuits?
A: Initially, we focused on the possibility to reduce energy consumption. Imperfect
circuits do make a certain number of errors, but they nevertheless ultimately
deliver almost the same performances as "perfect" circuits. We therefore simply
tried to replace simple no-fault circuits with "good-enough" circuits that were
sufficient for the minimum requirements of a given application. This reduced energy
consumption and size; the latter, by decreasing the need for silicon, also drove
costs down.
We then realized that the robustness of imperfect circuits could actually help us
deal with some of the problems inherent in modern technology, and get past the
limits we're currently seeing in miniaturization.
Q: Why has the miniaturization of perfect circuits become so difficult?
A: For the last four decades, every two years the semiconductor industry has
doubled the number of transistors that fit onto a given silicon chip. This is in line
with Moore's 1965 prediction. Miniaturization has driven the development of
computers, tablets and smartphones that are at once powerful, energy efficient and
increasingly compact. Today's transistors measure around 20 nanometers (i.e. 20
millionth of a millimeter). The circuits have become so dense that 100% error-free
functionality is simply no longer possible, given the increase in manufacturing
tolerances. This means you have to add extra circuits to correct the errors and
extend the design margins, but that of course cancels out the space gains you get
from miniaturization - and the energy savings. In fact, you can actually end up using
more energy this way. In a word, we are beginning to hit a wall on miniaturization.
Q:Is it difficult to promote the "good enough" engineering in the Swiss
society?
A: Yes, because the average product designer hates the idea of getting rid of parts
of his circuits and intentionally generating errors. So the standard approach today is
to make sure the manufactured circuits correspond exactly to design specs. Our
approach is thus completely new. It's a paradigm change, one that is difficult to
push through in a society that values perfect technology. That said, the "good
enough" approach has been getting some traction in the corporate sector, because
chip-makers can't see any real alternative. Intel, for example, is interested in "good
enough" engineering. In addition, there are teams of research scientists working on
it all over the world.
Christian Enz's team is working on "inexact" circuits as part of a SNSF project called
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"IneSoC." The group is building on work done at the CSEM (Swiss Center for
Electronics and Microtechnology) as part of an international project undertaken with
Rice University in Houston, Texas and Nanyang Technology University in Singapore.
EPFL's Andreas Burg also works on defective chips, but takes a somewhat different
approach. Rather than voluntarily putting errors into circuits, Prof. Burg studies
ways of "making do" with errors that naturally occur during wireless
communication.
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